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            Guidance for taxi and minicab staff


Taxis and minicabs and the door to door service they provide are essential for people with disabilities. They are a key mode of transport for people who are blind and partially sighted, who are unable to drive and often face barriers when using public transport. 

This information has been designed to ensure that drivers and other staff working to support taxi and minicab travel can feel confident when helping passengers with sight loss.
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General principles

	Not everyone with vision impairment is totally blind and many retain some useful sight. Some will use a guide dog or a cane, but the majority travel without a mobility aid and so it may not always be apparent that they have sight loss. 
	Just like anyone else, people with sight loss will have personal preferences in how they receive support. Probably the most important tip is to always ask the person to tell you how they would like to be helped. It should be possible to assist someone safely but still enable them to retain their dignity.
	If the passenger is a guide dog owner, it is a criminal offence to refuse to carry their dog, or to charge extra for doing so. The only exception to this is if the driver has a medical exemption certificate from the licensing authority due to a genuine medical condition that is aggravated by exposure to dogs. If this is the case, you or your company should help find the passenger another taxi/minicab. 
	If assisting a guide dog owner, do not interfere with the dog and only give instructions to its owner.
	As many people with sight loss have some useful vision, wearing a high visibility jacket or tabard may be helpful for many customers with sight loss as it could make it easier for them to differentiate you from others. 


Practical things that drivers and other staff can do

	If you offer a pre-booking service, ensure that your website or customer service staff taking telephone enquiries provides information about access to the minicab/taxi.
	When picking up the passenger, pull right up to the kerb to help vision impaired passengers avoid tripping. 
	If you cannot find the passenger at the pick-up point, when calling them use clear language to explain where the vehicle is parked – e.g. “I am parked on the right hand side of the road outside 1 Bridge Street”, rather than “I am in front of the red car”. Do not flash your lights or beep your horn to get the passenger’s attention. Once you have located them, you may need to move your vehicle to pull up directly in front of them so they can easily locate you. 
	It is really helpful to explain which direction the car is facing and the layout of the vehicle so the passenger can get into it safely – e.g. if the car door opens outwards or is a sliding door, if the seats all face forwards. 
	If partitions have been installed, and a microphone and speaker is not in place, inform the passenger and let them know any essential information before they get into the vehicle. 
	If the passenger is a guide dog owner, ask them if they would like their dog in the footwell next to them or in the back of the vehicle if suitable (for example if the vehicle is an estate car or hatchback with removable parcel shelf). Guide dogs are trained to sit with their owner at all times, not to bother other people and not to climb on seats. If the passenger wants their dog in the footwell, you may need to pull the front passenger seat forwards to increase space in the footwell. 
	As confirmed in the High Court case Thomas McNutt v Transport for London [2019], taxi meters should only start once passengers with disabilities have boarded the vehicle. 
	Keep the passenger informed about any delays, diversion or other things which might affect the journey. 
	Before starting the journey check that the person is comfortable and if appropriate ask them if the temperature in the vehicle is OK for them (and in the case of a guide dog owner, their dog).
	When you arrive at the final destination, tell the passenger what the fare is or what the meter says. Some passengers may need support when paying the fare and you must use accurate and specific language – e.g. “the card machine is to the right of your left hand” rather than “the card machine is here”. When paying with cash, please give verbal directions for where they should place the money for the fare, and when giving change, explain where you have put the money. 
	Once you have arrived at their desired destination, check to ensure they know where they are and ask them if they are OK to continue or if they need further assistance. They may need guiding to the door of their destination. See below for tips on how to do so safely.  


Effective Communication hints and tips

	Identify yourself – always introduce yourself and inform the person of your name and job title.
	Always ask the person if they would like any assistance or help and ask them what their name is. 
	Continue to use normal body language. This will positively affect the tone of your voice and provide extra information to the person who is vision impaired.
	Don’t be afraid to use everyday language.
	Never channel conversation through a third person. Always speak directly to the vision impaired person.
	When verbally guiding a person, ask them if they would like you to walk ahead of them, behind or on their left or right. Their preference may allow them to use any remaining vision.
	Provide clear instructions when describing a route or when you would like the person to change direction e.g. Left and Right.
	Describe main features of area to help the person orientate themselves – e.g. “the taxi/minicab has pulled up on the left-hand side of the road, and when you get out you will be facing the main entrance”. You may wish to use the ‘clock face technique’ when describing the environment in front of the person - e.g. ‘directly in front of you at 12 o’clock is the main entrance, to your right at 3 o’clock is a pedestrian crossing. On your left at 9 o’clock is the start of the high street”.  
	Describe the environment around you as features (landmarks and sound) may act as clues to help the person orientate themselves e.g. noise such as ‘the traffic will be on your left’.
	When walking always let the person know about differences in the floor surface such as kerbs, steps and elevation (up and down) 
	Let them know about any changes in surface such as tactile paving, gravel, tarmac and grass.
	Inform the person of any obstacles near them that could be trip hazards or that they could accidentally bump into e.g. bollards, posts, benches or bins.
	Never leave a conversation with a person without saying so. It’s really important they know when you have left them and they know what to do next once you have gone.
	Finally, consider asking how the experience was for them or if there is anything that could have been done differently. If there is this could not only benefit you but also the next customer with sight loss for whom you provide assistance.


 For more information, please contact Guide Dogs at: campaigns@guidedogs.org.uk 


Learn how to guide your customers with sight loss with our sighted guide training
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Useful linksUseful links
Want to find out more about Guide Dogs and sight loss? Here are other helpful links...

	FAQs
	News and blog
	Jobs
	Inspiring stories




    

  


        

        
              
    
Keep in touchKeep in touch
Do you have an enquiry? Why not contact a member of our friendly staff?

	Contact us
	Sign up to our email updates




    

  


        

        
              
    
Social mediaSocial media
Want to keep up to date with all the latest at Guide Dogs? Follow us on social media.
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Update your browser to access Guide Dogs

It appears you're using a web browser that we do not support.

If you would like to enjoy the full guide Dogs experience, please ensure your browser is updated to the latest version. Alternatively, you can use one of the following supported browsers.
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